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Speed-Up! is a five-level cohesive program that
guides students into the process of learning English in a
developmentally appropriate pace through different
activities or tasks and specific meaningful contexts
and real-life scenarios. By using the Communicative
Approach and the Action-Oriented Approach, students
would be able to interact and develop the four skills
(speaking, listening, reading and writing) in a pleasant
and exciting way through activities such dialogues,
songs, games, projects, among others.

Beyond the Limits!
EVN
EVNEDUVISIÓN
EDUVISIÓN

What is more, the program enables students to use
the Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT´s) as a way to learn English in a world that
demands fast and effective communication.

M

ain components

Speed-Up! includes essential questions, dialogues, songs, scenarios,
vocabulary in context, work in pair activities, and surveys to keep students willing to
use the language more and more. Age appropriate exercises, appealing songs and games
introduce young students to experience English by practicing the four skills.
Every unit encloses –beyond the school activities– critical thinking tasks, cooperative
learning and systematically grammar activities integrating all four skills. As a consequence,
these abilities would favor linguistic competences in a pedagogical scaffolding that will
allow learners to use their abilities when using English as a second language. At the end of
every unit, they can self-evaluate their own progress using the CEFR descriptors in order to
monitor their own development.
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Our place!

Opening Unit: Each unit begins with
the themes. A picture-scenario allows
students to activate previous knowledge
and introduces the main topic in a reallife situation. The essential question fosters
understanding and critical thinking.

Themes
1. High School: Bring it on!
2. A High School Day!
3. What is Your Next Class?
Eyes
4. High School through my Friend’s

B. Vocabu
lary. High
Sch

1. Match
the
a. Librarian
e. Janitor
or

pictures of

cleaner

i. Compute

her

L 4
esson

High School through my Friend’s Eyes

A. Let’s talk

1. Jose, Dany and Rudy are now best pals. They are
talking about their high school preferences. Read
and practice.

tip

A buddy is a friend
or a pal; usually
he/she becomes your
best friend.

Dany: Hey friend. What are you listening on your i phone?
Rudy: What’s up, Dany? I am listening some garage and
grunge music!
Jose: Hey buddies, did you listen to the new Green Day
song?
Rudy: I haven’t and what about you, Dany ?
Dany: I think I did, not sure. So, friends what do you like
the most about being in 8th grade?

Essential Question
What makes our high school a special
What do you like the most about

place?

high school?

Jose: It’s so much different from last year.
Rudy: What do you mean Jose?

o

Unit 1

Let’s Talk: This section previews the
meaning and the usage of the target
vocabulary and structure in context by a
conversation or a chant.

Jose: All activities
7 are much more serious.
7

Dany: Yeah, I can tell.

2. Talk to a partner and guess how the conversation will continue. What high school
activities can they be possibly talking about?
Rudy: Jose, can you give me some
examples?
14

Vocabulary: This division presents and
introduces vocabulary target in the lesson.

Jose: Well…
Dany: Yes, I agree, do not forget these
activities…
Rudy: Oh, I see, I like… I do not like…
Jose: Maybe we can join…
Dany: Yes, let us be together...
Rudy: Wonderful idea, let’s participate in...
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staff with

b. Principal
f. Maintena

their job titles
.

nce worker
her j. Mus
ic teacher
n. School
bus driver

r lab teac

m. Arts teac

ool Staff

the school

c. P.E. teac
her
g. Security
guard
k. Gardene
r
o. Form teac
her

d. Cook
h. Nurse
l. Technicia

n

p. Parents

2. Complete
the Zero Con
results with
a classmat ditionals with an “if
clause” or
e.
a “result clau
a. If you go
se.” Then,
to the Sam
share your
ba festival,
b. If

- / ph / - / sh /

following
1. Practice with your teacher the

henomenon

p

E. Speakin
.
1. Answer g
the questions
with different
For exam
results and
ple: What
discuss them
do you do
with your
If I see an
if you see
classmates.
UFO, I faint
an UFO?
. / I panic
camera.
If I see an
UFO. / If I
see an UFO,
What do you
I take out
my cellphone
do if you
are at Rio
’s
Carnival?

Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary).

For example:
th / ph / and sh

hame

s

following
2. Write two more words with the
,
a. th: three,
,
b. sh: wash,
,
c. ph: photo,

digraphs.
.

E. Let’s Practice

a

our History class
project
c ?
Felipe: Yes, I am,
and so is Min! We
propose to talk
about the W.T.C
incident.
Irina:

To use

Unit 3

Remember

Past Continuous / Progressive

4:00 p.m.
JAN

2:00 p.m.
Jan

I was dancing from 2:00 p.m until
4:00 p.m.
They were traveling on vacations.

.(2)
Min: Ok, the facts
are: some airplane c
s were
hijacked by terrorists
and crashed against
symbolic land marks
in the US.
Felipe: Yes, I’ll never
d
forget

Future

Present

Past

2. Think of some
characteristics of
this incident and
why it became a
3. You can read-se
historical momen
arch about one
t.
of the events from
the vocabulary section
4. Write the main
on page 135.
ideas or the most
important facts about
the event.
138

Phonics Time: This section introduces
learners the ability to listen, to identify or
even to manipulate sounds in spoken words
in order to achieve linguistic and phonemic
awareness.

G. Reading

1. Read the article Buying Online or Window Shopping. Look up for new vocabulary in the

/bl-ow/ as in bloW
dictionary. Then, read it again.
/st-ey/ as in stay
/tr-ai / as in try

tip

/cl-ock/ as in clock

Buying Online or Window Shopping?

Ring your bell
means if something
“Amazon, Encuentra24/7, Ebay, OLX. Do these websites ring
is familiar, if you
remember or know your bell? There are more and more buying online websites
every day. There, you can find any kind of goods you have
it.

never imagined. The goods presented on these websites
are offered into categories. Here are some of the general
themes: phones and tablets, furniture, fashion and beauty, music/ch-eck/ as in check
hobbies, books, vehicles, animal-pets, sports, real state-properties,
services, jobs and office-industry-tools. It’s incredible how you can
/th-at/ as in that
find new or second hand products instantly. Garage-sells or window
shopping
things of the past. Today, more customers trust these
them
then putare
the sounds, pronounce them and
websites. They can find regular people not business man or annoying
2. Work with a classmate. Separate
phone: /ph - oun/ = phone.sellers. You can contact directly the owner of the product and bargain.
together again. Follow the example:
In contrast, window shopping could be more expensive, tiring and boring.
faster, cheaper, healthier and safer than going out of your
flow Buying online isdry
cross
smash
house. You can have car accidents, breathe smoke or be mocked by
a thief. So,
/ next purchase, get online and prove it!”
- for your
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
Josh, Customer-Service-Representative Yougotitonline@smartbuy.com

/gl-u/ as in glue

2. Based on the reading circle T for true or F for false in the following statements.
40

a. Goods online are organized into different classifications.
b. You can’t find work opportunities on these websites.

T

F

T

F

T

F

c. You can purchase second-hand goods only.
d. According to the author of the article, it is trustful to buy online.

T

F

e. You can offer your goods online without a garage-sell.

T

F

The one that
“Tell me and says:
I’ll forget
Show me
and I may
not
remembe
Involve me r
and I’ll
understan
d”
Unknown

so they have

to

Ok sister, a
quote is an
expression
someone
important
said and
it is
very popu
lar and
well-know
n.

Reading: It uses a variety of real-world text
types and adaptive songs and chants that
develop a variety of reading skills such
as skimming, scanning and/or inferring
meaning from context.

So, do you
understan
d
the quote
the teacher
gave us for
homewor
k?

Author

Very good
broth
with the exam er, teach
into practice ple, put it
quickly and
you will learn
in a bette
r
way.

“Yes that one.
.. I think
If you do
something
you learn
it fast, learn
by
doing...”

C. Speakin

1. How can g
the
share them high school activities
with your
help you
buddies.
learn a class

better ? Give
examples
and
Example:
“Being in
the school
the music
band help
notes I need
s me to unde
to learn”.
rstand bette
r the mus
ic and

English in Use: It offers idiomatic
expressions, proverbs and phrasal verbs
related to the unit as a way to achieve
linguistic competence.
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Project: It offers pupils the opportunity to
participating in a project centered in the
student and process-oriented. Furthermore,
students would be capable of using ICT’s to
create artistic and authentic material that
sums up the scenarios and domains that go
beyond the classroom setting.

oject
My Pr Project A

Wrap-up: It encourages students to review
vocabulary, structure, and functional language
through different activities.
I can-statements: It gives a clear and
measurable learning outcome based on the CEFR
descriptors.
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1. Check the Can-Do
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Listening
in av

descriptors to review

if you understand

Descr iptors

Can understand
main information
from talks and
conversations.
Can recognize specific
details and main
audio messages
information from
and advertisements
.
Can identify and
manipulate English
sounds using phonics
syllabification and
word parts.
,
We

new sounds these
the following words and notice the

a proverb,

ons.

try to describe it.

llo
r AV

Hey Felipe,
what
is a quote?

about these questi

famous event and

De

1. Pronounce along with your teacher
combination of letter make.

use. Prov
1. Help the
twins to do erb / Quote
their
investigate
and explain homework. Their teac
with exam
her gave
ples.
them

th

.(4)
on Youtube.

.(5)
Min: Yes, today,
everybody in the
globe can still
see those shockin
g videos.

1. Choose a world

B. English
in

cl

tr

Felipe: Yes, I saw
the videos
Irina:

F. Writing. Investi
gate

For instance:

ch

77

Min: Well, it’s simple
Irina.
71

that
Consonant blends are those letters
they
when they are combined in a word
make a different sound.

st

.(3)
These skyscrapers
caught on fire
.Finally, they
collapsed.
Irina: Brother, how
would you remem
ber if we were
not born yet?

a bonfire.
form the Past Continues: I was making
Use the verb to-be + Verb ing to
question: What were you doing yesterday?
Use the verb to-be to make the

G. Phonics Time: Consonant Blends

gl

d

.(1)
Min: It means ‘World
Trade Center’. This
refers
9/11 terrorist attack.
Wha
toyou
the
t do
do if you
don’t have
Irina: Oh, I see.
a costume
That’s an unfortun
for a party
ate momen
a t in
history I wish we
?
could erase it.
Felipe: That’s exactly
what this project
is
about. Think of a
history moment b

be used to talk
Progressive is a structure that can
The Past Continuous Tense also called
another. Look at the
past from a specific moment to
about actions happening in the
diagram and see how to use it.

NOW

bl

“An UFO mea
an Unidentif ns
Flying Obje ied
ct.”

Irina: Are you ready
for

E. Chart #2

Language Tip: It presents a real-life
information about the culture around the
world in regards to the lesson and the topic.
It helps introducing register, folk wisdoms, and/
or other conventions of the language.

tip

. 1. Organize the ideas from
exercise 2. Comple
Re-write the ideas
te the dialogue
in each line of the
in a satisfactory
.
conversation.
sequen
b ce.

AV

Let’s Practice: This branch focuses on
speaking and writing activities using the
vocabulary and grammar studied through
the lesson.

Remember: a
digraph is the
combination of two
letters representing
one sound (Oxford

hine

hin

S

hough

alt

S

.
… bring plen
c. If
ty of wate
r.
… take som
d. If you go
e good pictu
to a costume
res of it.
s party,
e. Be care
ful with firew
orks if
.

tip

digraphs.

hysical

P

he

T

Unit 3

D. Phonics Time. Digraphs / th /

stin

Remember to Use: In this section, a brief and
clear description of the structure of content
studied throughout the unit is provided by
controlled and personalized practices.

Rist

elk

ST

r
l as ou
equa
me
We are color. Sa
to
blood types have
r.
ies
spec t-togethe
ge

the topics in the

Review

unit.

Almost

Fine
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holidays, foreign
l
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at a point
ns politely.
Say how
in the map
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Don’t forge
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/ Go straight Go
where-w
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(how-when/ is next to…
/ Get to the
hill… /
the corner…
is the street…
the street /
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(Go around
road / That
/ Go down
/It’s on the
Readin the roundabou
Go across…
right on… /
the first turn… ... / It’s nearby... /Takeg
site to / Take
there
Oppo
over
/
of
right
front
.
Can follow instructi
/ Continue
ons while reading
crossroad...
proced
B:
ures.
Can understand
to point
the chronology of
a passage or a short
story.
point A:
Going from
Can recognize key
words when reading
there?
questions.
comprehension
How to get
Can scan for specific
details in a timetab
le or a bulletin board.
Can deduce answers
by reading betwee
n the lines.

Writing

86

116

Can write about
things I used to,
I am used to, and
used to do.
I get
Can prepare the
writing part of a
short presentation
summarizing the
by
main ideas.
Can write a short
opinion about a
quote, a prompt
proverb.
or a
90

Audio-Icon: It represents the conversations and chants that you can hear in the CD.
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Scope and Sequence
Units

Unit 1

Our Place!
Essential Question:
What do you like the
most about your high
school?
Pages 7-34

Unit 2

Game On!
Essential Question:
How can sports provide
a wide range of lifelong
benefits and enjoyment?
Pages 35-62

Themes
1. High School: Bring it on!
2. A High School Day!
3. What is Your Next Class?
4. High School through my
Friend’s Eyes

1. The Fantastic World of Sports
2. Hard-core Fan or not a Big
Sport Fan?
3. Ready to Play: Tell me the
Rules
4. One on One!

Unit 3

A Cosmopolitan City!
Essential Questions:

1. Holidays with my Family

What is a cosmopolitan
city? / Why is it important
to celebrate special
dates?

2. Latin American Holidays
3. Holidays and Festivals Around
the World
4. One of my Favorite Holidays

Pages 63-90

Remember to
use...
Subject pronouns
and Simple Present,
yes/no Qs, Present
Continuous, adverbs
of frequency, and
prepositions of time,
possessive pronouns,
and possession ’s, s’.
Verb patternsverb+infinitive- verb
+ gerund, yes/no
questions, info Qs,
“Can” as ability and
possibility, future to-be
+going to.

Simple present vs
Simple Past, yes/no
Qs and info Qs, Past
Continuous, yes/no Qs
and info Qs, the Zero
Conditional.

Vocabulary and
Phonology
Vocabulary: school premises,
staff, extra-curricular events,
indoors-outdoors.
Phonology: long vowelscompound words.

Vocabulary; sports and their
rules, sport events.
Phonology; phonology two
syllable and compound words.

Vocabulary; holidays and
family celebrations.
Phonology; Phonology
diagraphs (th-sh-ph).

Let’s Go Shopping!

Unit 4

Essential Questions:
How do your choices
for shopping affect your
community’s economy?
Do you buy and support
local products? Why yes/
no?

1. Welcome to my Town
2. Getting what I Need at the
Right Place
3. Where is it?
4. How Can I Get There?

There is-are for
descriptions,
Comparisons and
superlative, modals
should-shouldn’t-have
to-imperative, requests,
prepositions or location.

Vocabulary: appliances,
goods, services, giving
addresses.
Phonology; Final “e” / silent e.

Pages 91-118

A Day I’ll never
Forget...

Unit 5

Essential Questions:
How do our life
experiences shape who
we are now? / How our
personal experiences
affect our world?

1. My Past Life Events
2. My Family Favorite Moment
3. A Memorable Day in Costa
Rica
4. An Unforgettable World Event

Future tense with past
continuous, “I’ll never
forget when I was going
to…” yes/no questions
vs info questions in
past tense, adverbial
phrases, phrasal verbs.

Vocabulary: personal life
celebrations, events with my
family, in CR, in the World.
Phonology; Minimal pair
sounds / æ / - / ˆ /.

Pages 119-144

Fantastic Costa Rica!

Unit 6

Essential Questions:
What makes traveling
around Costa Rica
amazing? / What comes
to your mind when you
think of Costa Rica as a
tourist destination?
Pages 145-176

4

1. Beautiful Costa Rican
attractions
2. Tiquicia Extreme
3. Traveling Necessities
4. Planning my Perfect
Vacations

Present Perfect,
yes/no Qs, info Qs,
Future Time; will vs
going to, Prepositional
phrases, and the First
Conditional.

Vocabulary: Beautiful CR,
activities in CR, traveling items,
a perfect vacation logistics.
Phonology; Minimal pair
sounds / æ / - / ˆ /.

Learn to know

Learn to do

How to use the present
simple, yes/no questions,
when to use the present
continuous, when to use the
adverbs or frequency, and
prepositions of time, the use
of possessive pronouns and
possession ’s / s’.

Name school activities,
schedules, a high school
day, classmates and classes,
discourse markers.

How to use the verb patterns,
+ ing + infinitive, the modal
‘can’ as an ability and
possibility and the use of to-be
+ going to.

Expressing likes and dislikes
about sports, explaining
sport rules, talk about indoor
/ outdoor activities, and
competition experiences.

Learn to be and live in
community

Learning
outcomes

Discover my strengths and areas
for improvement, making right
decisions about school responsibilities
and rights, respecting the school
community, staff and facilities, using
positive social language, idioms,
proverbs and recall quotes.

My Project...

Showing interest in each person’s life
of entertainment, respecting opinions,
communicating about oneself,
strengths and weaknesses regarding
sports and other exercise contexts,
using social language, idioms,
proverbs and quotes.

“Designing your High
School Facilities!” /
“Comparing school
systems” p.30
I can statements p.34
My Project...
“Investigating about
common and
uncommon sports”/
“Investigate to
debate about sport
facts” p.58
I can statements p.62

Describing different ways to
celebrate holidays and family
gatherings, how people
celebrate their holidays
and festivals, saying favorite
celebrations.

Valuing own local cultural identities,
respecting socio-cultural differences,
respecting festivals, holidays and
traditions of my country and other
foreign celebrations, using social
language, idioms, proverbs and
quotes.

Descriptions; there is-are, how
to make comparisons and
talk about superlatives, the
use of modals should, have
to and imperative, make
requests, prepositions of
location.

Identifying different retail
shops and services in your
town, exchanging info and
telling where you can get
services, giving directions,
sharing shopping wisely.

Demonstrating interest to take part
in every day conversations about
shops, shopping, conducting
effective decisions when shopping
wisely, supporting local goods and
services, using social language to
give directions, idioms, proverbs and
quotes.

How to combine the future
with past continuous, yes/no
questions vs info questions in
past tense, adverbial phrases,
and the use of phrasal verbs.

Identifying, describing, asking
and giving and sharing
information about a personal,
family, national or worldwide
event, discourse markers, likers
for sequencing.

Demonstrating openness towards
other experiences, listening assertively
to one’s own and other people’s
emotions, showing empathy, listen to
their needs, allowing others to express
themselves and decode their emotions,
respecting human rights principles and
inclusiveness, using social language,
idioms, proverbs and quotes.

Identifying, asking and
giving info about national
landmarks, suggesting tourist
attractions in CR, sequencing
a short story.

Appreciating CR’s natural treasures
and attractions, demonstrating
responsible actions towards CR’s
natural treasures and attractions,
promoting enjoyment of tourist,
respecting opinions and preferences
about other tourist destinations, using
social language, idioms, proverbs
and quotes.

How to talk about
experiences-unfinished
actions ‘present perfect’,
the difference between ‘will’
vs ‘going to’, prepositional
phrases, and the first
conditional.

My Project…
“What can we do
about xenophobia?
Going further” /
“Coordinating three
days festival” p.86
I can statements p.90
My Project…
“Map your own town”
/ Role-play being the
host of your town”
p.114
I can statements
p.118

My Project…
“Projecting a relevant
world incident” /
“Role play- giving the
news” p.140
I can statements
p.144

My Project…
“Conducting a Nature
Care Campaign
Brochure” / Designing
a billboard to protect
flora and fauna”
p. 169

I can do p. 173

5

Unit 0

The use of the simple
present vs simple past,
regular and irregular verbs,
question formation, the past
continuous, and the Zero
Conditional.

Welcome to Speed-Up! 8
Let’s meet our friends!

Hello!
I’m Luis.

Hi!
I’m Min.
Hello!
I’m Samuel.

Hi!
I’m Felipe.

Hi!
I’m Irina.

Hello!
I’m Valentina.

